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Mayor Winchester and Deputy Mayor Livermore elected

Council has elected Cr Kenrick Winchester as the Mayor for the 2022-2023 term and Cr Esma Livermore as the Deputy
Mayor to serve between January 2022 and September 2022. The elections took place this evening at an extraordinary
meeting of Council held in the Queanbeyan Council Chambers.
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QPRC Tweets live from the January Extraordinary Council Meeting
- the first meeting of the new Council.
Council elects Cr Kenrick Winchester as the Mayor for
the 2022-2023 term
Council elects Cr Esma Livermore as the Deputy Mayor
to serve between January 2022 and September 2022
Delegations to Mayor Winchester and Deputy Mayor
Livermore are granted and will remain in force until
revoked by resolution of Council
Council delegates to the person holding the position of
CEO the powers, duties and functions of the CEO
Council determines the meeting schedule and will hold
two Ordinary meetings a month, except Dec and Jan
Council will apply the draft Code of Meeting Practice
and continue practice of enabling attendance through
audio-visual link. Draft Code will be placed on public
exhibition at https://yourvoice.qprc.nsw.gov.au
Council adopts the QPRC Code of Conduct, noting
related elements within draft Social Media Policy
Council endorses the Councillor Induction and
Professional Development Policy and will undertake
onboarding, induction and development programs for
new councillors
A draft policy on Councillor and Staff Interaction will be
placed on public exhibition for 28 days at
https://yourvoice.qprc.nsw.gov.au
Council adopts the Councillor Expenses and Facilities
Policy
Council determines to apply superannuation payments
to the Mayor and Councillor allowance from 1 July 2022
Council declares that casual vacancies occurring in
office of councillor within 18 months of election on 4
December 2021 will be filled by a countback of votes
Council notes the Committees framework and
nominates delegates for various organisational,
statutory and regional committees and postpones
appointment to locality and advisory and some
organisational committees pending councillor
workshops and public feedback
Council nominates Cr Wilson, Cr Taskovski and Cr
Grundy, in addition to the Mayor, to register and attend
the LGNSW Special Conference as voting delegates.
Crs Livermore and Burton will attend as non-voting
attendees
Given several regional Australia Day events overlap in
time, Council determines Mayor Winchester will attend
celebrations in Queanbeyan and Captains Flat and will
delegate to other councillors to attend Bungendore and
Braidwood
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Braidwood, Dear Braidwood,

For a countback election the returning officer contacts all
unelected candidates from the local government ordinary
election held on Saturday, 4 December 2021 who may still
qualify to be elected to the office of councillor. Where the
candidate is interested, they must submit a formal application to
the returning officer. All candidates who submit and do not
withdraw their application, become eligible candidates in the
countback election.

Again, I have been overwhelmed by the ongoing support
from the good folks of Braidwood and villages and
beyond enquiring as to whether or not I will stand again
for council “next time”. With the support I have been given
so far I really can’t NOT stand! So, yes, as things are at
present, I will be a candidate again. I will be recruiting
team members over the next 20 months or so and will be
“above the line” in a group of like- minded people.
Several folks have also asked me about what happens if
Labor’s Bryce Wilson wins the State By-election against
Nicole Overall (Nationals). Many of us were under the
misapprehension that he has to resign from one role or
the other. That is not the case. I rang the Electoral
Commission and neither of the two team members on the
line knew the answers, so I then wrote to the Commission
for written clarification. I received two differing answers
but with essentially the same information. It is written in
“government speak” so is not particularly clear and
assumes we know what an “attendance by- election” is.
I have reproduced the more detailed reply below… (it was
quite prompt by the way)
“A councillor who becomes a member of the Parliament
of New South Wales may remain a councillor for the
balance of the person’s term of office as a councillor or
for the period of 2 years (whichever is the shorter period).
When a casual vacancy occurs after the December 2021
local government ordinary election in a councillor position
(for example through resignation or death), the vacancy is
filled by way of an attendance by-election, unless one of
the following options is used:
• In the 18 months following the local government
ordinary election, a countback election will be conducted,
but only if the relevant council passed a resolution at its
first meeting after the ordinary election that any vacancy
would be filled by a countback of votes and if the vacating
councillor was elected under the proportional
representation method (that is, where two or more
candidates were elected).
• In the 18 months prior to the next local government
ordinary election due in September 2024, the council may
receive ministerial approval to leave the position vacant
until that next election.

If there are no eligible candidates, an attendance by-election
must be held. If there is only one eligible candidate, that
candidate is elected. If there are multiple eligible candidates, a
countback election is conducted.
In a countback election, the returning officer:
•
uses preference data from ballot papers from the
previous local government ordinary election stored within the
NSW Electoral Commission’s computer count system
•
uses the same proportional representation method used
in the original election
•
effectively re-runs the election making the vacating
councillor ineligible and distributing each of their ballot papers to
the next preference on the ballot paper
•
if a non-eligible candidate would be elected, the election
is re-run with that candidate’s ballot papers also distributed to
their next preference on the ballot paper
•
re-runs the countback until an eligible candidate is
elected.
The council will vote on this “countback system” at their first
meeting after they elect the new Mayor and Deputy Mayor as I
write, that is this evening. I believe they will vote in favour of this
countback system. I also think Kenrick Winchester will be
elected mayor- possibly unopposed, but don’t know about the
Deputy Mayor- hope it’s a woman.
I don’t think Mr Wilson will resign from council if he wins or not.
The next state election is only a year away and the next council
election is about two and a half years. Judging by the rules
outlined above, the timing doesn’t quite work out- he can be
there for 2 years and the last six months, the council can, with
ministerial approval, leave the position vacant.
I am still awaiting a further call back from the Commission on
“eligibility” and “may still qualify”.
I rather doubt if there will be any opportunity for me to get onto
council before 2024.
Stay in touch
Thanks everyone,
Bill Waterhouse
Former (and probably future) QPRC candidate.
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Revisiting Democracy
In a previous contribution to the Bugle I suggested we might
benefit by examining what relationship we have with our
democracy before deciding how to vote in this year's Federal
election. That my effort failed to trigger reader interest is
evidenced by the fact that no-one sent a letter or comment in
reply. I accept that's my fault. I obviously did a poor job in
communicating the message that our democracy is sailing into
rough, dangerous waters. Fortunately, the Bugle has given me
the opportunity to rectify my initial failure. I hope you find this
attempt a more engaging...and convincing one.
Let me start by asking you a question,
What percentage of the world's population do you think live in
fully functioning democracies? (Write down your best
guesstimate somewhere so you can refer back to it a little
later).
It's not an easy question to answer. It involves defining both
what a functional democracy is...and then devising methods for
measuring how nations compare with each other. The
respected UK magazine - The Economist - has made a very
serious attempt to do both these things in its Democracies
Index. The Index ranks 180 nations using over sixty criteria. It
classifies nations into one of four categories (1. Full
Democracies, 2. Flawed Democracies, 3. Hybrid Systems and
4. Authoritarian Regimes). If you want detailed descriptions of
what each category means it's best to visit The Economist
website. Suffice it to say here that the categories, roughly, run
from most democratic to most authoritarian.
So how does The Economist answer the question I asked you?
Their answer to the question of what percentage of the world's
population live in full, functional democracies is 8.4%, yes
8.4%.
How does that figure compare with your guesstimate?
I'd be surprised, very surprised, if your figure wasn't much
higher than that. We tend to assume that because we believe
democracy is the best form of government that democracies
will dominate the world stage. They haven't to date. Far from it.
They're a minority amongst nations - and a shrinking minority at
that. We tend to take the survival of democracy for granted and
hence are rather complacent about planning to secure its
future. Such complacency often expresses itself as a
reluctance amongst the citizenry of democracies to make
sacrifices aimed to ensure democracies can, and will be able,
to hold their ground when challenged. Democracies' invariably
focus on internal matters until externally threatened.

This tendency puts democracies on the back foot when
troubles arise. That's the situation Australia is in now.
Another symptom of the precariousness of democracy is
highlighted by the table below.
Top Ten Democracies ("full democracies")
1. Norway 2. Iceland3. Sweden 4. New Zealand 5. Canada 6.
Finland7. Denmark 8. Ireland 9. Australia 9. Netherlands
Note that...
• Most of these countries are very small countries. Only three
have populations of more
than ten million. The largest,
Canada, has a modest population of 38 million.
Iceland
has a third of a million.
• All are European or ex colonies of the UK.
• None are major military powers (Canada and Australia, the
two most populous
countries on the list, rank around the
20th mark in military punch).
• Only two full democracies Germany (rank 14 on the
democracy scale) and the UK
(rank 16 on the democracy
scale) have middleweight armed forces - ie major ally capacity.
Japan (rank 21 on the democracy scale) only has limited selfdefence forces.
It will come as a shock to many to see how many countries we
traditionally think of as leading democracies are classified by
The Economist as "flawed democracies "; India, often referred
to as the world's largest democracy (rank 53) is the largest
country in this "flawed" category. It will certainly come as a
surprise for many to see France (rank 24) so classified (as are
Italy, Greece and Israel). The greatest 'what!' response will
undoubtedly come from seeing The USA (rank 25) is denied
the title of "full democracy". If one thing should get our knees
knocking this last revelation is it.
As at the close of 2021 the international scoreboard on
governance looked like this;

Only one full democracy is on this list - Japan.
In such a volatile international environment Australians can't
afford to keep going to the polls, repeatedly electing
governments that are too timid to address the big issues that
are vital to the Country's future. We won't secure our future as
a democracy by allowing our political leaders to keep on
kicking the big decisions down the road forever. That's the path
to defeat that led democracies into the Second World War. We
are running out of time to get our act together. Complacency is
a luxury Australia can no longer afford. If we want leaders, we
voters are going to have to fight to get them.
Tim Lenehan
Ballalaba
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Become part of the solution
The European Wasp season is about to ramp up
significantly as larvae begin to hatch in the warm
summer temperatures.
We resumed trapping a few months ago after the winter
hibernation period and have seen some clear patterns.
1. Properties which were part of the pre-hibernation program
from April until June 2021 have seen a significant
reduction in European Wasp activity.
2. Some of these properties have yet to see a Wasp this
year.
3. Areas which have no baiting program have daily Wasp
activity
Braidwood has evolved into three distinct Zones:
1. Zones which are under protection with an ongoing baiting
program
2. Zones which are just starting a baiting program.
3. Zones with no protection.
The next few weeks will see a significant increase in
European Wasp activity.
Zones 1 and 2 are sufficiently protected to handle the
increase.
Zone 3, the areas with no baiting program, will not only have
swarms of European Wasps but will add pressure to adjacent
properties which have implemented a baiting program.
Unprotected areas which have a high level of human activity
with outdoor events, such as receptions, picnics, BBQs etc
will be at very high risk.
Property owners and commercial venues which have yet to
commence a baiting program should now reconsider their
options. We have a great opportunity to finally rid Braidwood
of European Wasps, but we need more participants in the
program.
As much as we have enjoyed the interaction with our clients
in Braidwood, our mission is to put ourselves out of a job.
That objective is now within our grasp if more people and
commercial interests became part of the solution.
Our website, https://www.eurowasp.com.au/ has information
about our program as well as online booking facilities.
Help put us out of a job.
Michael Squires
Owner, Xterminator Feral Solutions
Euro Wasp Control

One of the wasp traps deployed around Braidwood.
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No empty shelves at the Farmers Markets
While in Braidwood we are
lucky to have our own
farmers markets, recent
disruptions to supply chains
around the world due to
Covid are an opportunity to
rethink about food security
and the way we consume
many products.
The following story is from
SAGE (Sustainable
Agriculture Eurobodalla) and
on page 6 another
perspective from the
Southern Harvest Association
markets in Bungendore.
The next Braidwood Farmers
Market is on January 16.
Local growers Sarah and Wayne Merriman from Hazelwood Farm at the SAGE Markets.

For the second time in two years, supermarket shelves are
empty from a disruption in the supply and distribution of food
coming from outside Eurobodalla. Luckily for many, fresh and
affordable local food is currently in good supply at the Tuesday
afternoon SAGE Farmers Markets in Moruya and at other local
markets and smaller grocery shops that buy from local growers.
SAGE NSW Inc president Mark Barraclough says that the
current food supply disruption caused by the COVID pandemic
once again highlights the importance of building a resilient local
food system.
“Two years ago, I said the bushfires highlighted how quickly the
supply and distribution of food coming from outside our region
can be disrupted by power outages, highway closures, and other
issues. And today we’re echoing that same sentiment because a
pandemic is causing a major disruption in the workforce and
supermarket shelves are empty as a result,” said Mr
Barraclough.
“Throughout the pandemic, Eurobodalla’s local food system has
offered a way for people to avoid supermarkets and crowds and
buy healthy, affordable, fresh food locally, either at the SAGE
Farmers Market or e-Market, from smaller retail outlets or
directly from farmers. Today it’s filling the gaps left by
supermarkets in disarray, to ensure that people in our
community have fresh food shopping options.”
Mr Barraclough says it’s timely to remind people to actively seek
out and buy and support local food all the time, not just in a
crisis, to ensure our community always has food security.

“We understand that buying local food is a different way of
shopping for many and it can be hard to adjust to. SAGE
aims to help through an ongoing program of food
education, cooking in season, and recipe ideas. There are
many converted local food supporters who will tell you that
once you’ve started the journey and learnt how to shop
and cook with food in season, picked on the day you buy
it, with minimal transport and handling, there’s no looking
back.” said Mr Barraclough.
Supporting commercial market gardeners and farmers is
the backbone of a robust local food supply, but backyard
growers and neighbours sharing their produce also plays a
part in building resilience. SAGE supports the community
of backyard growers with education programs and
workshops and opportunities to volunteer in growing
activities and share knowledge.
SAGE NSW Inc is a not-for-profit, community organisation
run by volunteers who manage the award-winning SAGE
Farmers Market and e-Market in Moruya, support charities
with food, run a popular program of education and events,
and manage the Stepping Stone Farm intern and training
project. In 2019-2020 SAGE Farmers Market delivered a
combined economic benefit to vendors, nearby businesses
and the local community of more than $4 million.
More information at www.sageproject.org.au
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Have you been to the Southern
Harvest Association market?

By Emily Yarra
Have you visited our market in Bungendore?
Being a vegetable grower myself I don’t often get to the
markets as a shopper, but on New Year’s Day I hitched
a ride with my mum who’s a regular, and it reminded me
just how great our SHA market is. It’s true that it is
nothing like some of the big ones in Canberra -it’s a
different experience. I’m not bagging the big markets,
(there are some great producers at those markets too)
but to shop there you really have to do your homework
about where stuff is grown, and be up for some seriously
BIG crowds. By contrast, SHA market is little and has
strong, non-negotiable rules around where stuff comes
from and whether the person selling it actually grew or
made it. The result is a thoroughly honest and greenwash free offering that’s unlike any other I know of.
I’ve been feeling pretty anxious about all the vulnerable
people in my life at the lately, so it was nice to be
shopping in the open air, and be under the dense green
canopy of the old churchyard trees on a sweltering day.
My mum bought me a fancy bottle of Corang Estate
wine (I acted surprised about this even though she
always spoils me rotten!) and we bought bags of coffee
to take home from Mike and Chloe at Village Coffee
Roastery.
Whilst Mum continued on in pursuit of green beans,
Ruth and Sam loaded me up with veg, all grown by my
fellow producer members. Yeah, I know, I’m a vegetable
grower myself, so why the veg? Well, this year has been
unusually hard for us at Brightside. Our farm, which was
just recovering from all the rain last year, is officially a
swamp after the wettest November on record. Until it
dries out, our land is un-farmable, and so we find we
have gone from being abundant producers to very
hungry consumers.
SHA has been amazing through this bin-fire of a time
with kind gestures such as providing us with the
occassional ‘pay it forward’ veg box as well as taking
what we can grow when we can grow it. I left the market
feeling like we are such a kick arse little community, and
we’ve really got this whole ‘post 2020 world’ thing in
hand.
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Register Positive Covid test
results with Service NSW
Anyone who tests positive using a Rapid Antigen Test
(RAT) will now be required to register their result with
Service NSW.
Premier Dominic Perrottet said the new registration
process was an important part of managing the pandemic.
“NSW residents can register their result with just a few
clicks on the Service NSW website or by using the Service
NSW app,” Mr Perrottet said.
“Registering your RAT result enables NSW Health to
provide you with advice on self-isolation and managing
COVID-19 symptoms at home, to connect high risk people
to clinical care services and to help inform the ongoing
public health response.”
Most people do not need a PCR test to confirm they are
positive for COVID-19.
Health Minister Brad Hazzard said the reporting of a
positive RAT will be required under a public health order.
“Ensuring individuals are connected to the appropriate
public health advice and keeping a watch on trends is the
prime purpose,” Mr Hazzard said.
If you are under 65 years of age, have had two doses of
COVID-19 vaccine, do not suffer from any chronic health
conditions and are not pregnant, you may be able to safely
manage COVID-19 at home.
Customer Service and Digital Government Minister Victor
Dominello said privacy would be at the forefront of this new
feature.
“This technology has been built with trust and security at its
core. Service NSW will send the information directly to
NSW Health, it isn’t shared with any third parties, and is
then deleted from Service NSW records within days,” Mr
Dominello said.
“There are more than seven million Service NSW account
holders but we’re also committed to making this process
inclusive for those without that access. Those who need
assistance can contact Service NSW on 13 77 88.”
Most people with COVID-19 will have a mild illness and will
recover in a few days or so, with some people having no
symptoms at all.
Please contact your GP or call the NSW Health COVID-19
Care at Home Support Line on 1800 960 933 if you are
pregnant, or if you have a chronic condition.
For the most up-to-date COVID information visit
nsw.gov.au
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Covid cases in the Southern
Area Health District today
Four hundred and sixty seven (467) new COVID-19
cases have been confirmed in Southern NSW today.
Of the 467 new cases:
Forty seven (47) are in the Bega Valley LGA
Thirty nine (39) are in the Eurobodalla LGA
Ninety four (94) are in the Goulburn Mulwaree LGA
Two hundred and four (204) are in the Queanbeyan
Palerang LGA
Fifty five (55) are in the Snowy Monaro LGA
Twelve (12) are in the Upper Lachlan LGA
Sixteen (16)are in the Yass Valley LGA
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Make sure your family is
ready at any moment
Familiarise yourself with this COVID-19 action plan and
prepare a COVID-19 home care kit.
Action plan for if you test positive on a rapid antigen test:
1. Self-isolate and tell your household, social & work
contacts. Household contacts must also self-isolate.
2. Register your positive test result on the Service NSW
website or app.
3. For mild symptoms: rest, keep hydrated, eat small
regular snacks, take regular medication.
4. Monitor for worsening symptoms and call your GP:
shortness of breath, vomiting, diarrhoea, minimal
urination, coughing up mucous regularly. For non-urgent
questions or support during isolation, call the NSW
Health COVID-19 Care at Home Support Line on 1800
960 933.
5. Monitor for severe symptoms and call Triple Zero
(000): shortness of breath, severe dizziness, chest
pressure/pain lasting more than 10 mins, unable to
stand, blue lips. Call the ambulance for medical
emergencies only.
Most people will be able to manage COVID-19 safely at
home with some simple advice and remedies.
Put together the following for your home care kit –
Symptom relief:
• Paracetamol, • Ibuprofen, • Cough lozenges,
Food and drink:
• Rehydration – hydralyte, sports drinks, • Icy poles,
• Non-perishable and plain foods, • Plan for how to get
groceries – online orders, friends & family
Phone numbers:
• Your GP
• Your emergency contacts
• NSW Health COVID-19 Care at Home Support Line –
1800 960 933
Thermometer:
• Monitor your temperature
• Over 38°C – Paracetamol can help
• Over 39.5°C – seek medical help if temperature not
responding to paracetamol
Essentials:
• Your usual medications – ensure a 2 week supply
• Rapid antigen tests (if available)
Toys for kids:
• Keep kids occupied with toys, games and activities
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WOOD SORREL - OXALIS STRICTA
#weedwednesday with Dog LegFarm

Also known as False Clover, Wood Sour and Alleluia by medieval
monks because it blossoms between Easter and Whitsuntide, when
the Psalms which end with "Hallelujah!" were sung.
Wood Sorrel is a deliciously tangy addition to the diet that makes it
ideal for adding to salads or dishes that require a lemony hit. It is rich
in vitamin C, beta carotene and flavonoids and has historically been
used to treat scurvy. It does contains oxalic acid, which can be toxic
when consumed in large quantities and should be avoided by people
with kidney disease, arthritis, or gout, however it is not considered a
problem for the average person if eaten in moderation.
Medicinally the leaves were be chewed to alleviate nausea, mouth
sores, and sore throats or brewed into a tea to treat fevers and
urinary infections. The leaves were crushed into poultices to treat
sores and ulcers.
Magickally, it is associated with the planet Venus and is used in
rituals for healing, health, and to bring joy. It is also considered a
sacred herb associated with Faeries and woodland spirits and it is
said that if you grow Wood Sorrel in your garden it will allow you to
see the Faerie folk.
*disclaimer: be sure of plant identification before consuming any wild plants and
consult your medical practitioner before using any natural plant medicines.
#embraceyourweeds
#wildforaging #herbalremedies #naturaltherapies #edibleweeds
#medicinalplants #natureheals #naturesmedicine #selfsufficiency
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Fire and Rescue NSW Station 236 Braidwood
report a relatively busy start to 2022.
Rescue Tanker 236 tasked yesterday to a single vehicle crash over 40ks
from Braidwood and involved crossing the Tallaganda mountain range.
The motor vehicle crash on Captains Flat Road between Harolds Cross
Road and Wild Cattle Flat Road. The 4wd had hit a tree. The driver was
trapped and injured, and helicoptered to Canberra Hospital. The injuries are
not believed to be life-threatening.
Children also travelling in the car were uninjured and went home.
The brigade was assisted by NSW Police, Fire and Rescue (who performed
the extraction), State Emergency Service and helicopter ambulance, and
bystanders who were first on scene and comforted the children and driver.
Thanks to the crew from Fire and Rescue NSW Station 217 Batemans Bay
looking after Braidwood while we were gone for some hours.
On scene with NSW Ambulance, NSW Police Force , NSW Rural Fire
Service, Monaro Police District, NSW SES - Captains Flat Unit, Toll
Ambulance Rescue.

Vandalism at Tennis Club

Braidwood’s tennis clubhouse was vandalised on the night of
8th January.
A club spokesperson said “These stupid actions from
individuals spoil the joy of living in a small town. It now takes
the volunteers in the club time to rectify and membership
money to pay for the replacement glass.
If you know or saw anything, please be in touch with the
Police.”
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Growing regional capitals need growing investment

An alternate take off

Growing regional capitals need growing investment
Ahead of the 2022 Federal Election Regional Capitals Australia is calling for
growing investment to support growing regional communities.
Cr Daniel Moloney, Chair of Regional Capitals Australia said as the country
moved toward COVID recovery, planning for a network of strong regional
capitals is now a national imperative.
“This plan should make sure when both state and international borders fully
open that new arrivals and those who are seeking to escape the major
capitals can choose to make a regional capital city their home,” Cr Moloney
said.
“We are all aware that regional capital city living is on the agenda, however
for this trend to continue long term we have to ensure expectation meets
with reality,” Cr Moloney stated.
According to the Infrastructure Australia, there has been a 200% increase of
the growth to regional areas during the COVID-19 pandemic that has built
demand on housing, services, and infrastructure.
“That is why Regional Capitals Australia is calling for investment into our
member cities to deliver on our objective to make thriving urban centres with
all the things – albeit on a smaller scale – that people will find in the major
capitals,” Cr Moloney said.
Regional Capitals Australia through a pre-budget submission has called for
the following investments:
Better rail connections: more funding towards business case
development for regional rail projects and prioritisation of the delivery of
these projects under the national rail program;
Better air connections: a regional aviation strategy to better connect
regional cities to the nation and ongoing funding for the regional airports
fund;
More for arts and culture: a greater share of the national arts and culture
funding to grow local talent and attract more shows and exhibitions to
our cities and more funding to build quality facilities; and
City and Job building funds: more funding for the Building Better Regions
Fund and Local Road and Community Infrastructure Fund and reestablish the Regional Growth Fund to allow our cities to grow
sustainably and meet the demand for jobs.
Regional Capitals Australia has also called on the Government to use
international immigration to solve skills shortages and enable more business
investment into our cities through clear regional visa streams.
“Regional Capitals Australia knows our members can be part of the solution
of a more productive, liveable and fair Australia,” Cr Moloney said.
“We just need the investment and the right policy settings to allow this to
occur – and really isn’t more balance something we are all striving for?” Cr
Moloney concluded.

Summer flight deals – Sydney, Brisbane,
Melbourne from Moruya.
Need to take off by plane but dreading the
parking fees? Moruya is just a few more
minutes drive than Canberra airport, but you
can park right outside for free and get a great
view of the coast from the air.
Airline tickets to and from Moruya during
January and February will include some of
the cheapest available for many years.
While Australia navigates a new path to
balance pandemic restrictions against
reopening, Regional Express’ flight schedules
for Moruya have returned to near pre-COVID
levels.
Eurobodalla Council’s manager of
commercial services Andrew Greenway said
Moruya-Sydney flights as low as $99 oneway were designed to encourage people
back into the air.
“With REX now flying on from Sydney to both
Melbourne and Brisbane, locals can look
even further afield,” Mr Greenway said.
“For example, Moruya to Melbourne in just
four hours for as little as $168 one way, with
your baggage automatically transferred.
These deals open up Victoria and
Queensland to a new group of travellers.
“The more passengers use the service, the
more likely is Regional Express to offer more
flights and better fares.”
Eurobodalla Council’s tourism manager Tim
Booth welcomed opportunities for increased
air access to the shire.
“Using Localis data, we know MelbourneMoruya was Australia’s most searched for
un-serviced flight in 2021,” Mr Booth said.
“Demand for flights is returning and
increasing; it would be great to see the
Melbourne-Moruya service reinstated.”
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Author, Journalist and Screenwriter Robert Macklin as a regular contributor to the Bugle.
THE GADFLY PAPERS, are a delightful collection of columns he has been writing since 2012.

Gadfly

Okay, things are crook. Climate change is gathering
pace. All this rain is producing an undergrowth that will
explode into bushfires that will make 2020 seem like a
gentle prologue. Covid is totally out of control; since our
governments have retired from the fray Omicron now has
a free run, we’re stuck in our homes waiting for the next
grocery delivery.
But here’s the good news. Scotty Morrison reckons
he has the answer to just about everything. He truly
believes he’s doing the work of his Pentecostal creator,
that God Himself really wants him to stay Prime Minister
to fight the good fight against religious discrimination. And
they’re constantly in touch, planning the way ahead.
This is a big call. I mean, God’s got a lot on his
plate. He could be excused for being a little distracted
when, say, two galaxies are colliding in the Universe’s
northwest quadrant; or his pet volcanoes are erupting in
the Ring of Fire; or some character with a mop of orange
hair won’t stop shouting, ‘God Bless these United States
of America!’ At such a time, his heavenly whispers might
become a bit, um, extreme.
Well, you got that right because yesterday we got
the scoop of the century! There we were, quietly installing
a new electronic doorbell for the Woolworths guy when
the strangest thing happened. Somehow, we seemed to
have picked up a crossed line with their latest chat.
Not really that surprising, I guess, since we’re more
or less in a direct line between The Lodge and the local
Pentecostal church. The only problem was that while God
came through loud and clear, we couldn’t catch Scotty’s
side. Anyway, it seems he’d been pestering Him about
when to call the election.

God: ‘Look, the pandemic’s raging through the
population, so why don’t you ‘postpone’ the darned thing
on grounds that it would be a ‘super-spreader.’ (pause) Of
course they’ll buy it; they elected you last time, didn’t
they? (pause) Yes, I know you gave me the credit (pause).
‘That’s right, it’s a national emergency, so why not
turn that National Cabinet into an ‘interim’ governing body
while the Parliament is suspended.’ (pause) ‘Right, the
Governor-General would have to accept the advice of his
Prime Minister. And you’ve bluffed the Chief Ministers and
Premiers with the Cabinet confidentiality rule, except for
the heretic in WA. (pause)
‘Okay, make it a more ‘representative’ body. Invite
the Opposition Leader to join! The pressure on Albo would
be enormous (pause)
‘Mass demonstrations? That’s easy - declare Martial
Law.’
(pause). ‘Well, of course you’d say it’s only a temporary
measure, just till the pandemic’s over.’ (pause)
‘No, I lost control over mutations long ago; that
damned Darwin got the scoop on that. (pause). So, what
do you reckon? Give it a go? (pause)
‘S’cuse me a second, Scott. “Yes, yes, yes! I do
Bless your United States of America. Okay?” (brief pause)
Still there, Scotty? Dear oh dear, I know he’s a friend of
yours, but honestly, some people…now what were we
saying?’
Alas, that’s when the new electronic doorbell started
working. The deliveryman will be pleased. We pressed the
button, and it played the opening chords of ‘It’s A Small
World.’
And getting smaller all the time, I thought.
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This miraculous event at Cana is but the first instalment
Anglican Church News
of many other miracles performed by Jesus in all the

A New Year and Transformation
As each of us enter another new year there will no doubt be
hopes and aspirations for a transformation in the uncertain
times in which we currently live. I can’t imagine anyone in
Australia, or indeed the rest of the world, that wouldn’t want to
see an end to the World Wide Covid pandemic. Daily
reporting in the media creates its own level of alarm and
mental challenge as we are bombarded with the explosion in
case numbers, hospitalizations and an ever mounting fatality
toll. Scientists remind us that they are constantly working and
experimenting with drugs and vaccines to mitigate against the
ravages of the mutant strains of this disease/virus. What we
all seek is transformation from disease and illness to health,
certainty and vitality with freedoms rather than restrictions. So
often we are told that we will just have to live with this
debilitating virus through a rigorous course of vaccination and
inoculation. Perhaps we should be asking a more pertinent
question, like; Is this a purely physical condition or are there
factors that point to a spiritual vacuum that needs to be filled
by transformation of the heart, mind and soul?
Let’s not forget that Jesus predated technology and scientific
experimentation by around 2000 years and brought
transformation of an abiding and enduring quality. Jesus came
to a broken and divided world where devotion and religious
piety had been virtually deposited in the reject shop. Legalism
and ritualism needed a divine injection of remediation and
transformation. In John’s Gospel and chapter 2 we see an
account of the first miracle performed at a wedding in Cana of
Galilee where Jesus turned the water into wine to meet an
attendant need of the day. The simplistic and superficial
approach to this passage would be to conclude that it would
have been a nice wedding to be a guest at with an abundance
of liquid amber. There are deeper truths in this passage than
simply an account of a chaotic and haphazard wedding
reception. Verse 11 points to Jesus and the future where real
truth is to be found.
The miracle at Cana was merely the first of many indicators
that Jesus was both Lord and Messiah. This was a moment
when Heaven is opened and the transforming power of Jesus’
love bursts into the present world. The whole point of the
‘signs’ and this one in particular is that they are moments
when heaven and earth intersect with each other. The more
we get to know about Jesus the more we realize that this sort
of miracle was in no way beyond his capabilities or capacity to
perform.

gospel records. There were a diverse range of miracles
to alleviate longstanding distress and hardship. The
gospels record that there were incidental moments when
Jesus responded to issues of health and welfare by
providing food, clothing or healing. Jesus the
‘transformer’ came to bring transformation to an
embittered and troubled world where hope was renewed
and despair was excised.
May God in Christ bless you all in this faltering start to a
new year. Rev. Rick Lewis – Braidwood Anglican Church

Uniting Church News

This Braidwood picture reminded me of an old hymn:
“I come to the garden alone, while the dew is still on the
roses;
and the voice I hear, falling on my ear, the Son of God
discloses.
And He walks with me, and He talks with me, and He
tells me I am His own…”
The hymn points out that the fundamental way to answer
the question, “Who am I?” is to spend time in that sacred
space that helps us know we are relished by God. I hope
you know today that God takes great delight in you
(Zephaniah 3:17).
Blessings from Dr Julie Fletcher, and the congregation of
Braidwood Uniting Church. Sundays: Worship 10am,
Radio Church 6pm on 88.9fm. Weekly Garage Sale on
Wednesday, 9-3. Cnr Duncan and Monkittee Streets,
Braidwood.

It’s happening again!

The ever popular Braidwood Book Fair will be back
again in January 2022.
Opening for 10 days supporting local community
groups. Friday 21st through to Sunday 30th Jan.
National Theatre, Wallace St, Braidwood.
Mark the dates on your new 2022 calendar.
Enquires 0418291141
braidwoodbookfair@gmail.com
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St Bede's Church News

REFLECTION on John 2:1-11 from Pray.com.au.
In these readings we ponder our gifts. We see Jesus’ first
miracle, the first time he manifests his divine gifts, the first
time ‘he revealed his glory’. In his letter to the Corinthians,
St Paul speaks of our many gifts, the variety of charisms
which all come from the same Spirit. Our individual calling
reflects our gifts which we are to use for good in our world.
Our gifts are to do God’s work in the world: through our
hands and feet, hearts and minds. We realise that perhaps
our greatest gift is God’s presence within us, keeping us
focused, guiding our actions. Let us strive to free up our
gifts so that our hands and feet, hearts and minds can bring
God’s goodness to all we meet.
From Father Mick: Just a reminder of a visit next weekend
from two men Steve Scroope and Frank Stanford, to speak
to us of the possibility of holding a MenAlive retreat for the
region. They will be in Braidwood the following weekend, 29
January 2022. I am also organizing a weekend regional
retreat for women.
The visit to Nerriga for Mass 20th February at 11am will be
followed by lunch at the pub. Those who will be coming for
lunch need to let Julie-Ann or Helen know by the 16th
February as a courtesy to the pub who will set aside an
area for all who gather.
The church is closed to the public for the duration of the roof
repairs. Mass will return to the school hall this weekend, 15
January at 6pm. Masks are now mandatory, as is signing in
with the QR code. Currently there aren’t any density limits
for churches.
Presbytery Cleaning: date for this is Thursday 20th January.
I will be there from 9am. Please come along and help if you
are able. I would like a full spring clean if possible.

Braidwood Bugle
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A Beer with Bazz # 51
W ith
J ohn st
ur
Longh
Bazza had his chin firmly planted in the cup of
his hand. The gathering heavy grey clouds
smothering the sunlight matched the mood in the
bar.
He nodded a ‘G’day’ at Mick and took a sip of the
offered schooner.
“Well Mick, that was five minutes of Covid free
sunshine we enjoyed. It’s a bit of a war zone
outside. Empty shelves in the supermarket, queues
at the testing sites……”
Mick raised a hand.
“I’m not here to talk about bloody Covid, Bazza.
How about the cricket?”
“Ahhh Mick, that’s about as predictable as the old
test patterns they used to play at night after the
regular programming finished……. the tennis?”
“Nah, Bazza, we will just get onto to ‘Novax
Djokovic” and I don’t want to talk about bloody
Covid.”
They both drank in silence until one of the
patrons cleared his throat. Everyone tightened
their masks. The culprit surrendered up his
hands, as all eyes daggered him. The bar relaxed
when he pointed to the half eaten pack of Cheezels.

“Can’t get away from it, Bazza. There must be
some good news to yarn about.”
“Well Mick, my neighbour told me there are
twenty four letters in the Greek Alphabet and
we have used up more than half of them naming
the Covid variants. We will either run out of
variants or Greek letters. I guess that is kind
of positive.”
Mick shook his head.
“There you go again, Bazza, you’re back to
talking about bloody Covid. I want to yarn
about ‘how good is something…… anything.”
They returned to drinking in silence.
Bazza’s eyes shot skywards.
“I take the tip, Mick…… Let’s talk about how
good it was lining up those submarines from
the USA and Britain and pissing off the French?
I mean…… how good would it be if that multi
billion dollar deal was allocated to our
health system; now under predictable stress.
How good would that be?”
The storm rolled in.
Have a beer with Bazza at john.longhurst59@gmail.com

“Crikey, Bazza, having a beer has become
stressful.”
They continued to drink in silence until the bat
attendant announced the pub would be closing due
to staff shortages caused by Covid.
Mick groaned.

Braidwood Bugle
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Hope for East Lynne koalas Australia Day Celebrations
hosted by the Royal

A newly released East Lynne carrying capacity study
suggests the area could support four resident koala groups,
if natural post-wildfire recovery is accompanied by
deliberate land management intervention.
Focus points for koala recovery would be Cockwhy,
Benandarah, Murramarang and Kioloa.
Local volunteer group Eurobodalla Koalas conducted the
study, supported by the Great Eastern Ranges World
Wildlife Fund for Nature "Cores, Corridors and Koalas"
South Coast Project (Eurobodalla - lower Shoalhaven) cohosted by the Coastwatchers Association.
Lead author Keith Joliffe said “There is probably one small
resident group surviving after the devastating Currowan fire.
There have always been rare but persistent koala reports in
this precinct. Forested connectivity from East Lynne to other
places, new knowledge about koala tree use, improved
mapping, and interest in habitat and possible revival shown
by local landholders, prompted this study.”
Dr Joliffe explained the fire caused a long-term four per cent
reduction in ecosystem persistence, but private landholders,
Shoalhaven, Eurobodalla and Queanbeyan/Palerang
Councils, Forestry Corporation NSW and National Parks
and Wildlife Service have a clear path ahead if they would
like to use East Lynne to contribute to the State’s koala
rescue mission.
“The key to success is preservation and rehabilitation of
vegetation connectivity” Dr Joliffe added “with special
emphasis on creek lines and fire management such as
strategic control lines, cool burning and planting fire
retardant species.”
The East Lynne koala carrying capacity report is at website
link https://eurokoalas.files.wordpress.com/2022/01/eastlynne-koala-carrying-capacity-study-as-pdf.pdf

The Royal Mail Hotel is sponsoring the
Bungendore Car Show in Ryrie park on Saturday
the 29th January.
This is a family friendly event with over 200 classic
cars to view. There will be music, food stalls, face
painting, sausage dog races, rocket cover races
and a dress in drag race. The drag car engines
will be fired up at intervals during the day to hear
the roar of the engines.
This is a charity event and all proceeds will go
towards the Bungendore car shows charities of
choice.
The car show will start at 9am and finish at
3.30pm.
In the evening, come and join us at the Royal for
local band 'Incognito' starting at 7.30pm!!!
PS why not wear your best Australia day attire !

Braidwood Bugle
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Riders ready to chafe for charity
“Mongolia has the world’s oldest surviving horse
culture and the Blue Wolf Totem is the biggest
charity ride ever undertaken. When you read up on
Genghis Khan, he was quite a forward thinking and
encouraged freedom of religion, instituted meritbased career paths, and was keen on redistributing
wealth. I like to think he’d appreciate what we’re
doing here.”
The driving force behind the Blue Wolfe Totem
Expedition is Julie Veloo, a Canadian expat who
has spent the last decade living in Mongolia.

Bodalla equestrian Duncan McLaughlin has been a
successful competitor in the sport of endurance riding.

Two keen Eurobodallan equestrians will soon follow
in the hoofprints of the world's greatest warlord,
helping today’s Mongolian kids move on from lives
scavenging garbage tips.
Bodalla’s Duncan McLaughlin and Moruya’s Cele Stone
are among sixteen riders selected for the 3,600 kilometre
Blue Wolf Totem Expedition across Mongolia. Raising
funds for the Children of the Peak Sanctuary, the threemonth adventure will see the pair aboard native
Mongolian horses, riding roughly 50 kilometres each day.
The horses are descended from those belonging to
Genghis Khan's armies as he carved out the world’s
largest empire: an area covering more than 23 million
square kilometres including nearly all of Asia, the Middle
East and a swathe eastern Europe. Mr McLaughlin said
the expedition was “much more than simply riding from A
to B”.
“We’ll be visiting with Buddhist monks, hanging out with
reindeer herders and riders that hunt with golden eagles,
crossing deserts and mountains, patting yaks and
camels, and seeing the wild and endangered Przewalski’s
horses up close,” he said.
“Riders cover the cost of the expedition itself but have
each committed to raising at least US$5,000 for charity.”
Mr McLaughlin and Ms Stone were both caught in the
Black Summer bushfires. McLaughlin and his family
managed to defend their home and animals, though most
of their property infrastructure was lost.
“There’s a way to go but we’re getting there. COVID
willing, I reckon both Cele and I can do with the break,”
said Mr McLaughlin.
The bushfires completely wiped out Ms Stone’s
Mogendoura property as she fled the inferno with only
those items already stashed in her car. Yet to rebuild and
still renting, she said the trip would be a welcome
reprieve.
“It’s been a bright light shining the way after some dark
days,” said Ms Stone.

Ms Veloo came late to horse riding after watching
Mongolian children galloping their ponies across
the steppe. Her Veloo Foundation is dedicated to
helping displaced herder families, especially the
children.
“The steppe is in trouble due to climate change and
overgrazing, with families forced to the capital to try
and make a living, scavenging from Ulaanbaatar's
rubbish dumps,” Ms Veloo said.
“It’s astonishing to see the difference food, care
and education makes in their lives. With money
raised from horse expeditions like this one – more
than half a million US dollars over the years –
we’ve built and run two kindergartens and a
community library, with summer camps for the kids
as well.”
Duncan McLaughlin’s fund raising page >
http://www.veloofoundation.com/duncanmclaughlin.html
Cele Stone’s fund raising page >
http://www.veloofoundation.com/cecilia-stone.html
Veloo Foundation >
http://www.veloofoundation.com
Blue Wolf Totem Expedition >
https://m.facebook.com/105584197529257/

Moruya equestrian Cele Stone with a golden eagle used
by hunters of the Altai Tavan Bogd in far west Mongolia.
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Bugle Notices
Braidwood Farmers Market
November January 16
Ryrie Park Markets
8am -1pm January 22
Weekly Garage Sale
Braidwood Uniting Church
Wed's 9-3 Cnr Duncan & Monkittee St
Nerriga Produce Market
1st Sunday of the month.
SAVE THE DATE!

2022 Braidwood Show

Saturday 5th March 2022
More details and program out in January

Australia Day - Braidwood
Wednesday, 26 January 2022
Council will host a Braidwood Australia Day
event will be held at The Serviceman's Club
from 12-1pm. Activities include: Australia
Day award ceremony from 12pm
Light refreshments will be provided

Braidwood Men's Shed will hold their
AGM on Friday 11th February
commencing at 10:30am at the shed.

Enquiries: 0450961039 (Kevin) or 0418400268 (Joel)

Braidwood Men's Shed

Braidwood Men's Shed has kicked off again with
member numbers very encouraging.
We meet each Tuesday and Friday from 9:30 AM.
New members always welcome. For more info
contact Kevin on 0450961039.Enquiries phone or
message 0450961039 or
braidwoodmensshed@gmail.com
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Looking for a rewarding opportunity to teach
an essential life skill?
With a shortage of swimming teachers around the
nation, we continue to search for casual swimming
instructors to work at QPRC Aquatics.
If you're enthusiastic and passionate about
customer service, we can help subsidise the
required training for the right candidate. Apply
today: www.qprc.nsw.gov.au/careers
Yep your favourite BOOK FAIR is coming soon to
the National Theatre, Wallace St, Braidwood - open
for 10 days and involving local community groups.
Friday 21st through to Sunday 30th January.
Open 9am to 4pm daily
Come and be amazed at the HUGE selection of
books for all ages; all in their categories for ease of
browsing plus DVD's, CD's, Records, good quality
magazines and lots more surprises and treasures.

Braidwood Bugle
Yoga Pose of the Week
with Christina Jagusiak

Back Stretching Pose – Paschimottanasana
Just as the name suggests this pose stretches
the back, lengthening the posterior chain,
hamstrings, spine and shoulders. Softening into
the forward fold it helps to calm the mind,
relieving stress and soothing anxiety.
To practice - Sit on the buttocks with the legs
extended out in front. Hinge forward from the
hips and slowly lower the torso over the legs.
Simultaneously slide the hands toward the toes.
Lengthen the front of the torso, elongate the
spine and keep the head and neck aligned. Use
the exhaling breath to soften into the bend. Hold
the pose for as long as comfortable then slowly
raise the torso and return to the seated position.
Practice up to 5 times or hold the pose for up to
5 minutes.
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Braidwood Sport

The Punter is looking forward to 22nd January, Fangela is
nominated for the Highway at Randwick and if he doesn’t get a
start,down there, there is a A1200 metres, race at Bega
(Sapphire Coast) is on the same day so he will head that way if
he can’t get a start in Sydney.
A recap on Fangela, he is a 4 year old Grey/Bay gelding by
USA sire The Factor out of An Angel of Avalon. The Braidwood
connections, he is part owned by Punters Godson and is
trained by well-known Canberra trainer Keith Dryden. Elizabeth
Maxwell a former Braidwood identity works for Keith Dryden.
The next Race Meeting to follow will be the Narooma Cup
meeting which is held at Moruya on Thursday, 13th January.
Hopefully, Covid 19 restrictions will improve and Braidwood will
be able to enjoy their Cup meeting this February.
Until next time.
Happy Punting
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Braidwood Sport
Braidwood
Golf Club
News
COVID UPDATE: Todays numbers show 32 cases in
2622 post code and 27 of them "active". Please follow
the Club rules: Sign in, Masks on (unless actually
drinking) and must be seated to eat and drink.
REMINDER: Servicemen’s Club Subscriptions deadline
31st January.
A couple of points for members after this weekend’s
competition:
You have 3mins to find a lost ball. If the ball is not
found after 3mins you must call "lost ball" and
decide on how to proceed (remember playing a
provisional is always a good idea if you think the ball
may be lost).
Re the above; unfortunately the first cut of rough
was not mowed through the week making it harder
to find balls just off the fairway - meaning you were
more likely to lose a ball where you wouldn't
normally. HOWEVER this is not an excuse to alter
the rules, nor is it an excuse for slow play
You MUST stay no more than 1 hole behind the
group in front. Measure your pace of play based on
who is in front of you, not how many you have
coming up behind; eg. if you're on 5th green and
you see the group in front on the 7th green you
really need to pick up the pace of play PLEASE.
Just a note to remind people to stand behind their
playing partners at the tee as one of our players was
hit on the 1st. Just a bad bruise sustained!
Women’s Sponsorship. A small hiccup collecting
Trophies meant that the women played the Concept
Cafe Trophy this week with a quick swap to the
programme, meaning the Nersons Trophy will now be
played in August. Please adjust your schedules
accordingly. We are grateful to Concept on their
inaugural trophy with a winner & runner up contribution.
Our local businesses are generous with their
sponsorship.
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Men's Pennants: Our Men's Senior Pennant team needs at
least one more player to fill the team for this season. So if you
are over 50, with a handicap less than 27, and available on
Thursdays to play some matchplay games please contact
Brendan Booker (0411253731). Our season runs through Feb
& March playing courses in the Canberra / Goulburn district.
Results: Saturday January 8
Men’s Single Stableford Brendan Booker Trophy Many thanks
Brendan for your
Winner: Andrew Clark 43pts, Runner Up: Brendan Sly 37pts
NTP 8/17: Nick Fry, Jackpot 3rd ($50): Not Won
Ball Comp: Gordon Scott 36, John Harb 36, Roger Hovey 36,
Mark Newman 35, Brendan Booker 34, Nelson Sargent 33
Handicap Changes: Andrew Clark down 2 to 20, Roger Hovery
down 1 to 23, Gordon Scott down 1 to 30, Leigh Curtis out 1 to
26, Michael Toirkens out 1 to 5, David Jones out 1 to 22.
Women’s Single Stableford – Concept Cafe Trophy. Many
thanks to Concept for their inaugural sponsorship.
Winner: Margy Gardner 35pts , Runner Up: Robin Tennant
Wood 33pts, NTP: Michelle Henry, Ball Comp: Fran McGrath
2, Michelle Henry28, Judy Scott 23 , Handicap Changes:
Lorinda Stuart out 1 to 22, Fran McGrath out 1 to 28, Kiarra
Morgan to play off 45

Coming Events
January Monday 10: ACT Vets (9am Hit Off)
January Saturday 15: Committee Meeting 10.30am
Par Bisque- Lamington Park Trophy
January Saturday 22: Men’s Single Stableford- Andrew Clark
Trophy , Women’s Single Stableford – Dojo Bread Trophy
Round 1
January Wednesday 26: Australia Day
January Saturday 29: Medley Matchplay –President’s Team
vs Captain’s Team
February Saturday 5: Men’s & Women’s Stroke Monthly
Medals, BRAIDWOOD RACES
February Saturday 12: Men’s Single Stableford - Michael
Tillman-Ryan Trophy Women’s Single Stroke - Jackie Clark
Trophy
February Saturday 19: Committee Meeting 10.30am
Men’s 2BBB Stableford – Tom Duffy Trophy
Women’s 2BBB Stablegford – Hyland Trophy

